
THE FLU: HOW IT’S SPREAD

FLU SYMPTOMS

WHEN TO GET THE FLU VACCINE

HOW THE VACCINE WORKS

FAQ’s

FEVER

CHILLS

RUNNY NOSE

MUSCLE ACHES

HEADACHE

FATIGUE

SORE THROAT COUGH

When injected with an inactive influenza virus, the human body recognizes it as a foreign 
substance, producing antibodies to fight it. Phillips confirmed that the inactive, or killed, 
virus cannot give you the flu.

At MedAccess, the process is quick and simple. “You can walk in and say you want a flu shot 
— no scheduled visits,” Phillips said. For $30, you can get your flu shot with no appointment 
necessary. Patients who prefer to schedule visits can use Clockwise to select a time.

The earlier, the better. The CDC recommends getting flu shots before the end of October.
 “If you wait (to get vaccinated) until the flu is rampant on campus at UNC, you’re probably 
going to get it,” Phillips said.

Nevertheless, the CDC still recommends getting vaccinated after the flu has begun 
spreading in your community.

         Why does flu season occur in the winter?

         “Winter is a time when all of us are indoors — school is in session, students are in  
          classrooms, churches are confined inside,” Phillips said. “People shake hands,  
          they cough, they sneeze, they spread it around.”

         What should I do if I experience flu symptoms? 
         Go to the doctor if you suspect flu, because a diagnosis can help prevent   
       spread of the disease. “If we suspect you have the flu, we need to take you  
          out of circulation for a couple days — out of work, out of school — because if  
             you’ve got it, all you’re doing is spreading it,” Phillips said.    
             MedAccess offers nasal swab tests to check for the flu, but it’s possible to  
             get false negatives. If you do, your doctor will evaluate your symptoms to  
           determine whether you should be treated anyway. According to Dr.  
   Phillips, "That's prudent care.”           
           People who are pregnant, immunocompromised or chronically ill should  
           see a doctor as soon as they begin experiencing symptoms so they can  
   get started on antiviral medication like Tamiflu and Relenza.
   
           What are Tamiflu and Relenza?      
           They are antivirals and the only available treatment for the flu. “For the  
           treatment to be effective,” Phillips said, “it has to be started relatively  
   early. Unlike an antibiotic, it doesn’t kill the virus; these drugs stop the  
   virus from reproducing. The first 36 hours is the ideal time (to take them)  
   — the earlier, the better.”              
           Unfortunately, the medications are expensive and do cause their own  
   side effects. Relying on them instead of getting vaccinated is a bad idea. 

            Is it possible to get vaccinated and still get the flu?       
                  Yes. Since it takes two weeks to build up immunity, exposure to the  
                virus within that two-week window can lead to infection. Without  
            immunity, symptoms will develop within 48 hours following exposure. 

         How serious is the flu? 
          While most people recover from the flu, it can have fatal complications.  
                        “Some of those deaths were otherwise healthy people,” Phillips said. “The  
                  vast majority are those who may have other health problems, but every year 
we see tragic deaths of young, healthy adults who got a bad case of the flu and ended up 
in ICU on ventilators and had multi-system organ failure.” Elderly people and the chronical-
ly ill are most at-risk.

The MedAccess Bottom Line: Get vaccinated ASAP. If you don’t, you 
could be putting yourself and others at risk of the flu. “It is your only 
chance and the only protection we have against the flu,” Phillips said.

VOMITING / DIARRHEA 

Guide to Flu Season

Influenza is a viral infection spread respiratorily, through coughing, sneezing or direct 
contact with respiratory droplets. The flu can spread rapidly, said MedAccess' Dr. Dan 
Phillips: "The virus is tough; it can live on desktops and door handles, and that's why we 
get so adamant about hand-washing and covering (your mouth) when you cough or 
sneeze,” he said. “It’s easily spread. One classroom gets it, and before long, all the 
students are out with it.”

Dr. Phillips also said the flu spreads internationally because when people travel they often 
return with illnesses. “You have to think logically, that if you’re in an area where you have 
mobile professionals, which we live in, that’s a good way to bring things like the flu back,” 
he said.


